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and according to their contents; (2) the power to separate
these objects according to their number, and to represent
them as one or many; (3) the power to increase the
vividness of the representation of an object, already
marked by form and number, by means of speech, and
so to render it impossible to forget. Therefore, the
elementary means of instruction are three—number, form,
and speech. Let us proceed a little further. The first
means of teaching is by sound. This mly be divided
into three kinds: (t) tone-lore, the forming of the organs
of speech to pronounce different sounds ; (2) word-lore,
the means of knowing individual objects by specially
assigned names; and (3) speech-lore, the means by which
we exactly express ourselves about objects known to us,
and about everything which we know about them. Tone-
lore is of two kinds,—speaking-tone and singing-tone.
Word-lore consists of lists of names of the most important
objects from all the natural kingdoms, and of the voca-
tions and relations of mankind in the world. These lists
of words must be given to the chilci to learn so soon as
he has finished his ABC. In speech-lore the great
object to aim at is exactness of expression, so as to be
able carefully to distinguish Different objects from each
other. When these first foundations have been laid, we
can apply them to the most important objects of human
inquiry—to the description of the world, to history, to
nature. The second means of instruction is form. This
is to be taught by observation; and in the knowledge of
form we have three degrees, obtained by measuring, draw-
ing, and writing. What Pestalozzi calls measuring is really
geometrical drawing, which holds an important pl^fce
among modern methods of instruction. It begins with the
divisions of the square and goes on to those of the circle.
At first the child is not to draw himself but merely to

